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Market participation models for DER located behind a customer’s load meter, or able to directly serve retail load during a grid outage.

- Generation
- Demand side resource
- Combination of Gen/DR
- New resource type (W-DER)

Proposal to clarify @ MRC
Straw proposal pending
Wholesale DER Interconnection assessment, especially WMPA resources and ‘very small’ DER.

• Lots of education
• Solutions matrix under development
Active Issue 3

Primary Frequency Response (or other physical/operational interconnection requirements) for WMPA* resources.

- Jurisdictional issue – PJM does not have jurisdiction over physical interconnection requirements for WMPA resources
- Education and open discussion phase
- Work plan to be determined
- Distribution system reliability and safety critical to this issue – coordination with EDCs necessary

*WMPA = Wholesale Market Participation Agreement, Issued to non-FERC jurisdictional interconnection customers
Get Involved

- Next meeting January 14, 2019

https://www.pjm.com/committees-and-groups/subcommittees/ders.aspx